FREE PATTERNS
Crochet Friendship Bracelet Patterns
designed by Kathleen Greco ©2009 Pattern for personal use only.

Crochet fun colorful friendship bracelets with Fine and Bulky Jelly Yarn.

........................................................................................................................................................
NOTES:
1) Wipe vinyl protectant or hand lotion on metal hook and yarn for easy glide.
2) Tie a secure knot with Jelly Yarn™ by making a square knot: Right strand over left strand then left strand over right strand,
pull strands until they stretch, then release. Repeat to make double knot.

.......................................................................................................................................................
Yarn
Jelly Ring Bracelets
Partial ball FINE Jelly Yarn™ 100% vinyl
Hook - metal recommended
H/8 (5.00mm) UK 6
Gauge
No gauge needed.

Jelly Ring Bracelet Pattern

Materials
1'' plastic or glass ring

Abbreviations

ch = chain
rnd = round
sc (UKdc) = single crochet/UK double crochet
sl st = slip stitch
st/sts = stitch(es)

Make slipknot on hook with a double knot.
Row 1: 3 sc (UK dc) over ring. Turn.
Row 2: Ch1, sc (UK dc) in next st, and in each st across. Turn.
Repeat Row 2 for length of bracelet.
Straighten crocheting to join opposite end of ring, Ch 1, *place hook in next st and under ring, make sc (UK dc) over ring,
repeat from * in each st across row.
Fasten off. Weave end and tie a square knot, trim ends.

.........................................................................................................................................................
Yarn
Partial ball BULKY Jelly Yarn™ 100% vinyl
Hook - metal recommended
K/10.5 (6.50mm) UK 3
Gauge
No gauge needed.

Jelly Band Bracelet Pattern

Materials
(optional) Button Flowers with shank

Make slipknot on hook with a double knot.
Ch 26 or length of circumference of wrist, allowing for stretch.
Row 1: Sl st in 2nd ch from hook, sl st in each TOP loop of ch across to end, DO NOT TURN, continue around
other side of foundation chain, ch 1, sl st in next ch, sl st in each ch across to end.
Fasten off and tie a square knot but do not trim ends yet. (Optional: Slide remaining strand end , on flower shank then
tie ends together with tight square knot.) Trim ends.
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